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Tema proiectului:

 Procesor DLX superscalar

Procesorul a fost simulat in Icarus verilog. Structura e reprezentata prin
modulele:

� registru� UeX� DLX� CLOCK(care genereaza clock-ul in afara procesorului )� memorie

Modul principal este DLX care asigura interoperabilitatea celorlalte module si
totodata asigura functionara ciclului de fetch si de schedule.

Fetch preia noi instructiuni pe care le transmite la scheduler. Fetch mai este
activat in momentul in care scheduler-ul detectaza ca s-au efectuat cele 4 operatii
programate pentru executare, procesorul fiind  capabil sa mai primeasca un nou set de
instructiuni.

UeX-ul(unitatea de executie) are rolul de  primi date, de a decodifica
instructiuni, iar in functie de tipul lor poate sa mai citesca din memorie(ca in cazul
instructiunilor de tip I sau R cand citesc 2 registrii) sau nu (ca in cazul instructiunii
JUMP). Fiecare unitate de executie(sunt in numar de 4; pot executa in paralel 4
instructiuni) poseda o serie de controlleri care asigura comunicatia cu exteriorul:

� un controller care asigura citirea din memorie� doi controlleri care asigura citirea din registrii� un controller care asigura scrierea in memorie� un controlerc care asigura scrierea  in registrii� un controller care asigura scrirea in CP cand s-a efectuat o instructiune de
tip JUMP



The DLX Superscalar processor was developed in Icarus verilog .  It has been
implemented in the following modules :

� register� UeX� DLX� CLOCK(witch generates the clock outside the processor )� memory

The main module is DLX. It assures the connection between the other
modules and also governs the functionality of the fetch and schedule cycle.

The fetch cycle has the role of taking new instructions and pass them to the
schedule cycle. The fetch cycle is also activated when the scheduler detects that the
previous four build in instructions  have been executed. In this case the processor is
capable of executing a new set of instructions.

UeX(the execution unit) has the role of receiving data, decoding instructions
and in this case based on the types of these instructions it can read data from
memory(in the case of R and I instructions when it reads 2 registers) or not (in the
case of the JUMP instruction). Each execution unit(there are four of them) has a
number of controllers witch assure the communication with the exterior:

� one controller  that assures reading the data from the memory;� two controllers  that assures reading the data from registers; � one controller witch is responsible of writing data into memory;� one controller witch is responsible of writing data into registers;� one controller witch is responsible of writing in CP when a JUMP
instruction
 is executed;
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1.Introduction

The DLX (a didactic processor) has the folowing basic components:

� 32 RG general registers;� it operates in a binary system;� the execution unit has 3 bus units ;� the memory is addressed in Big Edian way, with 32 bits long
addresses ;� access which involves the memory can be  8, 16, 32 bits long;� all the instructions are 32 bits long;� there are 3 instructions formats: I, J, R;� there are 4 classes of instructions: load/store/transfer of data, 
operational(UAL),branch/jump;

2.Superscalarity

The modern processors increase the performance by new features; one of the
most important feature is superscalarity.

The superscalarity of  a processor is very easy to understand: if a normal
processor has one piece from each functional unit, the superscalar processor has more
than one of these pieces. This feature allows it to make more  operations
simultaneously.Also it can launch in execution more than one instrunction in the same
time beaucause it has more units who decode these instructions. 
This thing happens only if these instructions don't affect the same resouces. Let's say
if we have 2 consecutive instructions like � � � � � �
	 � 	 � � , it is obvious that the
second instrunction can't be executed until the first one it's over, beaucause it needs
the new valua of � �



3.Basics

As we all know, the processor represents, according to PSM :
   P=D----K  where

P – processor
D - execution unit(operates amoung data)
K - command unit

 
Combined with a memory unit (M) and with inputs/outputs (T),  the processor

P makes a computer (C).
     C=M---P---T

Initial specifications of didactic processor:


the architecture is based on 32 RG general registers;
the word has 32 bits and it can manipulate information on 8 bits, 16
bits, 32 bits and 64 bits;
it operates in a binary system;
the execution unit has 3 bus units : 2 sources S1, S2 and a destination
bus unit D;
the general registers RG are biport and they have 2 output buffer
registers TS1, TS2 and a input buffer register TD;
RG[0] = 0;
a special register is used to save the state information;
the memory is addressed in Big Edian way, with 32 bits long
addresses;
the exchange of data, between the memory and RG or F, is based on
load/sore instructions;
accesses which involves RG can be  8, 16, 32 bits long;
all the instructions are 32 bits long;
there are 3 instructions formats: I, J, R;
There are 4 classes of instructions: load/store/transfer of data,
operational (UAL), branch/jump;

THE HARDWARE RESOURCES


UAL;
RG[32:32] - general registers;
TS1, TS2, TD buffer registers;
TEMP - temporary register;
RAI (brake address register);
CP - program counter;
RA, RD addess register, data register;
RI - instruction register;
M - main memory unit;



UAL operations:

� arithmetical/logical operations: S1+S2, S1-S2, S1^S2;� shifting operations S1<<S2;� constant 0:1;

INSTRUCTION FORMAT

All the istructions are 32 bits long; 6 of them are used for operation coding.
Based on format, the instructions can be:

1.Immediate. The operand is the instruction.

         COP               rs                rd            imed

Where COP is the Operation Code, 
rs is the source register used in the operation,
rd is the destination register and
imed is the immediate value received.

2.Register. The operand is located in one register specified by the rs field.

  COP    rs  rt   rd imed The register which contains
the operand

Where COP is the Operation Code,
rs and rd are the two source registers used in the operation,
rd is the destination register and
imed is a 11 bits value which specifies the function to be executed.

Basicly there are 2 addressing modes: immediate (16 bits) and with movement.
The movement addressing mode supposes the addition to the movement of the RG[rs]
register. If the movement is zero then we will have a register addressing mode. If
RG[0] is used we have a absolute addressing mode.



The instructions afer the operations performed are clasified in:

� load/store and transfer of data;� UAL operations;� branch/jump;� VM operations;

1.Load/store and transfer of data operations.

These operations transfer data between memory and registers or between RG
registers and VM or special registers. For calculating the operand's address the
instructions use a AND/OR register,with the extention of the sign bit.

   Examples:
LB,LBU,SB – load byte,load byte without a sign,store byte
LH,LHU,SH – load half-word,load half-word without a sign,store  half-word
LW,SW – load word,store word

2.Instructions which execute UAL operations.

In this case we can come across arithmetical/logical R – R/R - I instructions
and compare operations. This category includes the LHI instruction, which  loads the
upper half of a 16 bits immediate register while the lower half of the register is forced
to zero. In this way we can build 32 bits constants, using two instructions.

The compare instructions (SET) examine  two registers regardig the following
relations: =, <, >, <=, =>. If the tested condition is true then  the destination register
will be 1, if not  0. These instructions set one register according with the result of the
tested condition: SEQ, SNE, SLT, SGT, SLE, SGE. They also have immediate forms:
SEQI, SNEI, SLTI, SGTI, SLEI, SGEI.

    Examples:
ADD, ADDI, ADDU, ADDUI – adding, adding with a immediate operand, for

operands with and without sign.
SUB, SUBI, SUBU, SUBUI – substraction, substraction with immediate

operand, for operands with and without sign.
MUL, DIV, DIVU – multiplication and division, for operands with and without

sign. The result are 32 bits long.
AND/OR, ANDI/ORI – logical multiplication/adding, logical

multiplication/adding with immediate operand.
XOR, XORI – exclusiv OR, exclusiv OR with immediate operand LHI – loads

the upper half of the immediate register.
SLL, SRL, SRA, SLLI, SRLI, SRAI – movement(S_), movement with

immediate operand(S_I), left/wright – logic, wright – artithmetic.
S__ , S__I – conditional set, where “__” can be: LT, GT, LE, GE, EQ, NE. 



3.Branch and jump instructions

The program control is made by this type of instructions.
Branches have conditions, the specified conditions are located in the

instruction. They test the source register for zero/nonzero value which can be “data”
or a compare rezult. The branch address is specified by a 16 bits movement, with sign,
which is added at CP+4.

There are 4 types of jump instructions, diferentiated by 2 modes of address
specification and by doing/not doing the connection. Two types of jump instructions
use a 26 bits movement, at which is added CP+4. Other 2 types of jump instructions
point to the register that has the destination address. In this case the jump can be made
with or without doing the connection, which place the returning address (CP+4) in
RG[31].
   Examples:

BEQZ, BNEZ – branch if RG is/not equal with zero: (CP+4)+Offest(16 bits).
BFTP, BFPF – test the compare bit form de special FP register and branch/no:

(CP+4)+Offest(16 bits).
J,  JR – jump at (CP+4)+offset(26 bits) or at the specified address by the target

register.
JAL, JALR – jump at (CP+4)+offest(26 bits) or at the specified address by the

target  register, and savig the return address (CP+4) in RG[31].
RET – return th the address stored previously in RG[31] by JAL or JALR.

Excepting the VM instructions, all the DLX instructions can be dismounted in
5 fundamental steps, each step requiring one or more clock periodes.

1.Read. Read the instruction(IF – Instruction Fetch)
RA<--CP; RI<--M[RA]

2.Decodification. Decodes the instruction and access the RG operands. (RD -
read)

TS1<--RG[S1]; TS2<--RG[S2]; CP<--CP+4;

3.Execution. UAL uses the operands prepared at the previous step. (Ex-
Execution)

There are 3 types of operations:
3.1 Memory access

RA<--TS1+(RI16)16 ##RI16..31;RD<--RG[rd]
3.2 UAL operations

UALies<--TS1 op (TS2 or (RI16)16##RI16..31)
3.3 Branch/Jump

UALies<--CP+(RI16)16##RI16..31;;cond<--(TS1 comp 0)
or

               UALies<-- CP+(RI16)16##RI16..31� at the UAL exit we will have the direct sum between the immediate operand (16
or 26 bits) with extended sign and program control, which represents the jump's
target address;



� for conditioned branch instruction,the TS1 register which has been read at the
previous step is compared with 0, to establish the condition and to take the
branch/no branch instruction.

4.Memory/branch access(MEM-memory)

4.1Memory access:
      RD<--M[RA] or M[RA]<--RD

4.2Branch
if(cond) CP<--UALies (branch)

   For the J (jump) instruction the condition (cond) is always true.

5.Writing the result(WB – write back)
RG[rd]<—UALies or RD

   In the destination register UALies is forced or the operand reads form the memory.



4.Implementation

The processor has the following structure:

� memory� registers� UEX� CP� fetch + scheduler

1.The memory module

This module has the same functionality as the conventional memory in a real
computer. It stores the instructions and the data. The instructions can be accessed
through the memory instruction controller which can transmit 4 consecutive
instructions at the same time. The data can be read by the UEXs (execution units)
through 4 memory reading controllers at the same time  and they can be changed by
UEXs through 4 memory writing controllers  at the same time.



 Memory controller 4 x instructions read

It receives an ENABLE signal and the 32 bits CP address. It sends 128 bits
meaning 4 consecutive instructions from the CP address and sets a status bit which
announces that it has finished the current transfer.



 Memory controller read(UEX n)

It receives an ENABLE signal and the 32 bits address from the n-th UEX. It
sends 32 bits meaning the data located at that address and sets a status bit witch
announces  that it has finished the current transfer.

 Memory controller write(UEX n)

It receives an ENABLE signal, the 32 bits address, and 32 data bits from the n-
th UEX. It writes the 32 data bits received at the specified address and sets a status bit
which announces that it has finished the current transfer.



2.The register module

This module implements the behaviour of the internal registers in the
processor. It allows each UEX, through dedicated register controllers, to acces two
registers simultaneously and to modify the third one. So, in a clock cycle, a total of 8
registers can be accessed simultaneously and 4 can be modified.

 Registers controller read(UEX n)

It receives an ENABLE signal and the 5 bits address from the n-th UEX which
signifies the register index. It sends 32 bits meaning the data located in that register
and sets a status bit which announce that it has finished the current transfer.



 Registers controller write(UEX n)

It receives an ENABLE signal, the 5 bits address meaning the register index,
and 32 data bits from the n-th UEX. It writes the 32 data bits received in the specified
register and sets a status bit witch announce that it has finished the current transfer.



3.The UEX n module

The UEX (execution unit) algorithm:� it receives a 32 bits instruction and decodes it; � according to the instruction type (I, J or R) reads the necessary data (from
registers or memory using the right memory or register controller);� it executes the operation;� it writes the results in the memory or in the registers using the right
memory or register controller (if we deal with a JUMP instruction the CP
register will be modified)



4.The Fetch and Scheduler module

The role of this module is:�
first it fetches 4 consecutive instructions from the memory;� the scheduler analyzes the 4 instructions and it decides how many
of them can be executed at the same time (it verifies that the
instructions don't use resources that might generate conflicts –  if an
instruction reads/uses/modifies a register that another instruction
modifies).



The instruction formats (1):

OP. TYPE CODE EXT. CODE Description

LB I 0 0 0 0 0 0 Loads byte

LBU I 0 0 0 0 0 1 Loads byte without
sign

SB I 0 0 0 0 1 0 Store byte

LH I 0 0 0 0 1 1 Loads halfword

LHU I 0 0 0 1 0 0 Loads unsigned
halfword

SH I 0 0 0 1 0 1 Store halfword

LW I 0 0 0 1 1 0 Loads word

SW I 0 0 0 1 1 1 Stores word

ADD R 1 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Adding

ADDI I 0 0 1 0 0 0 Adding with
immediate

ADDU R 1 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Adding without sign 

ADDUI I 0 0 1 0 0 1 Adding with unsigned
immediate

SUB R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Substraction

SUBI I 0 0 1 0 1 0 Substraction with
immediate

SUBU R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Substraction without
sign 

SUBUI I 0 0 1 0 1 1 Substraction with
immediate without

sign 

AND R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 AND

OR R 1 0 0 0 0 0 OR

ANDI I 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 AND with immediate

ORI I 0 0 1 1 0 1 OR with immediate

XOR R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 XOR

XORI I 0 0 1 1 1 0 XOR with immediate

LHI I 0 0 1 1 1 1 Loads the immediate
upper half 

SLL R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Logical left shift

SRL R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Logical right shift 



OP. TYPE CODE EXT. CODE Description

SRA R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Arithmetic shift right

SLLI I 0 1 0 0 0 0 Logical left immediate
shift 

SRLI I 0 1 0 0 0 1 Logical right
immediate shift

SRAI I 0 1 0 0 1 0 Shift right algebraic
immediate

SLT R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 Set on less then

SGT R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 Set on greater then

SLE R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 Set on less or equal

SGE R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 Set on greater or equal

SEQ R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 Set on if equal

SNE R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Set on not equal

SLTI I 0 1 0 0 1 1 Set on less then
immediate

SGTI I 0 1 0 1 0 0 Set on greater then
immediate

SLEI I 0 1 0 1 0 1 Set on less equal then
immediate

SGEI I 0 1 0 1 1 0 Set on greater or equal
then immediate

SEQI I 0 1 0 1 1 1 Set on equal with
immediate

SNEI I 0 1 1 0 0 0 Set on not equal with
immediate

BEQZ I 0 1 1 0 0 1 Branch on equal zero 

BNEZ I 0 1 1 0 1 0 Branch not equal zero 

J J 0 1 1 1 1 0 Jump 

JR I 0 1 1 0 1 1 Jump at address

JAL J 0 1 1 1 1 1 Jump with store
RG[31]

JALR I 0 1 1 1 0 0 Jump at address with
store RG[31]

RET I 0 1 1 1 0 1 Return 

MOVH I 1 0 0 0 0 1 Move immediate
value to the upper half

of the register



OP. TYPE CODE EXT. CODE Description

MOVL I 1 0 0 0 1 0 Move immediate
value to the lower half

of the register

MOV I 1 0 0 0 1 1 Move source register
to destination register

MUL R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Multiplies the input
registers

DIV R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 Divides the input
registers

Another tool used for implementation is the irasm program. It is an assembler
developed by us which helps us simplify the IRRIDIUM 4032 processor. It has been
written in C, compiled with g++ (we recommend the -O2 option). It is executed with
the command:

> ./irasm <file_name>
It reads the file_name and generates in the file_name.irb the machine code

associated with the instructions founded in file_name file. It accepts the:� I type instructions - <name> R1 R1 immediate_value,� J type instructions - <name> address,� R type instructions - <name> R1 R2 R3. 

The instructions that it supports are all the instructions supported by IRRIDIUM
4032 and they are listed in table (1). You can set also labels in the input file which
execute the related jump instructions.

As an example we are listing below the program that solves the second degree
ecuation.

# a*x*x + b*x + c=0
# calculeaza x
# r29==tip rezultat
# r29==2 => rezultatul calculat, a!=0
# r29==1 => rezultatul calculat, a==0, b!=0
# r29==0 => rezultatul calculat, a==b==c==0
# r29==-1 => rezultatul nu poate fii calculat, a==b==0, c!=0
# r29==8 => rezultatul nu poate fii calculat, delta<0
# r26==delta, daca r29==2
# r27=x1, r28=x2

MOVH r1 r1 0 # incarca A == R1



MOVL r1 r1 1

MOVH r2 r2 -1 # incarca B == R2
MOVL r2 r2 -4

MOVH r3 r3 0 # incarca C == R3
MOVL r3 r3 3

# verifica a==0, b==0, c==0
SNEI r1 r21 0 # R21 devine 1 daca R1!=0
SNEI r2 r22 0 # R22 devine 1 daca R2!=0
SNEI r3 r23 0 # R23 devine 1 daca R3!=0

BEQZ r21 r0 @A_E_ZERO # sare daca R21==R0
(R0==0) (daca A==0)

######
#a!=0
######

MUL r2 r2 r20 # R20=B*B
MOVH r21 r21 0
MOVL r21 r21 4 # R21=4
MUL r21 r1 r21 # R21=4*A
MUL r21 r3 r21 # R21=4*A*C
SUB r20 r21 r20 # R20=B*B-4*A*C
SGTI r20 r21 0 # R21=1 daca

R20>0
SEQI r20 r22 0 # R22=1 daca

R20==0
BNEZ r21 r21 @DELTA_POZITIV # sare daca R21!=0

(R20>0)
BNEZ r22 r22 @DELTA_ZERO # sare daca R22!=0

(R20==0)

#delta este negativ
MOVH r29 r29 0
MOVL r29 r29 8 # R29=8 - nu se

poate calcula

HALT r31 r31 -1 # executia terminata

@DELTA_POZITIV
MOV r20 r26 0 # R26=R20 - salvam

R20 in R26
JALR r31 r31 @CALCULEAZA_RADACINA



# se va
executa cu R20 = a cui radacina

# se
calculeaza. R21 contine radacina
# HALT r31 r31 -1

MOVH r27 r27 0
MOVH r28 r28 0
MOVH r29 r29 0
MOVH r25 r25 0

MOVL r27 r27 0 # R27=0
MOVL r28 r28 0 # R28=0
MOVL r29 r29 2 # R29=2 - a!=0
MOVL r25 r25 2 # R25=2

SUB r27 r2 r27 # R27=R27-B
(R27=-B)

SUB r28 r2 r28 # R28=R28-B
(R28=-B)

ADD r27 r21 r27 # R27=-B+DELTA
(R27=R27+R21)

SUB r28 r21 r28 # R28=-B-DELTA
(R28=R28+R21)

MUL r25 r1 r25 # R25=2*a
DIV r27 r25 r27 # R27=(-

B+DELTA)/(2*A)
DIV r28 r25 r28 # R28=(-B-

DELTA)/(2*A)
HALT r31 r31 -1

@DELTA_ZERO
MOVH r27 r27 0
MOVH r28 r28 0
MOVH r29 r29 0
MOVH r25 r25 0

MOVL r27 r27 0 # R27=0
MOVL r28 r28 0 # R28=0
MOVL r29 r29 2 # R29=2 - a!=0
MOVL r25 r25 2 # R25=2

MOV r27 r28 0 # R28=R27
SUB r27 r2 r27 # R27=-B

(R27=R27-B)
MUL r25 r1 r25 # R25=2*a
DIV r27 r25 r27 # R27=-B/(2*a)



MOV r27 r28 0

HALT r31 r31 -1

@A_E_ZERO
#a==0

BEQZ r22 r0 @B_E_ZERO # sare daca R22==0 (B==0)
#b!=0

MOVH r27 r27 0
MOVH r28 r28 0
MOVH r29 r29 0

MOVL r27 r27 0 # R27=0
MOVL r28 r28 0 # R28=0
MOVL r29 r29 1 # R29=1
SUB r28 r3 r28 # R28=-C
DIV r28 r2 r28 # R28=-C/B

HALT r31 r31 -1 # solutie gasita

@B_E_ZERO
#a==b==0

BEQZ r23 r0 @C_E_ZERO

#eroare! C!=0
MOVH r29 r29 -1
MOVL r29 r29 -1
HALT r31 r31 -1

#gata

@C_E_ZERO
#a==b==c==0 => r29=1 <=> infinit

MOVH r29 r29 0
MOVL r29 r29 0
HALT r31 r31 -1

@CALCULEAZA_RADACINA
MOVH r21 r21 0
MOVL r21 r21 1 # R21=1

@CALCULEAZA_RADACINA_LOOP
MUL r21 r21 r22 # R22=R21*R21
SGT r22 r20 r22 # R22=1 daca

R22>R20
# HALT r31 r31 -1

BNEZ r22 r22 @CALCULEAZA_RADACINA_GATA



ADDI r21 r21 1 # R21=R21+1
JR r0 r0 @CALCULEAZA_RADACINA_LOOP

@CALCULEAZA_RADACINA_GATA
SUBI r21 r21 1 # R21=R21-1

RET r0 r0 0 # RET

The rezulted machine code is:

10000100 00100001 00000000 00000000 
10001000 00100001 00000000 00000001 
10000100 01000010 11111111 11111111 
10001000 01000010 11111111 11111100 
10000100 01100011 00000000 00000000 
10001000 01100011 00000000 00000011 
01100000 00110101 00000000 00000000 
01100000 01010110 00000000 00000000 
01100000 01110111 00000000 00000000 
01100110 10100000 00000000 10110100 
10000000 01000010 10100000 00010000 
10000110 10110101 00000000 00000000 
10001010 10110101 00000000 00000100 
10000010 10100001 10101000 00010000 
10000010 10100011 10101000 00010000 
10000010 10010101 10100000 00000010 
01010010 10010101 00000000 00000000 
01011110 10010110 00000000 00000000 
01101010 10110101 00000000 00010000 
01101010 11010110 00000000 01010100 
10000111 10111101 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10111101 00000000 00001000 
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 
10001110 10011010 00000000 00000000 
01110011 11111111 00000000 10111100 
10000111 01111011 00000000 00000000 
10000111 10011100 00000000 00000000 
10000111 10111101 00000000 00000000 
10000111 00111001 00000000 00000000 
10001011 01111011 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10011100 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10111101 00000000 00000010 
10001011 00111001 00000000 00000010 
10000011 01100010 11011000 00000010 
10000011 10000010 11100000 00000010 
10000011 01110101 11011000 00000000 



10000011 10010101 11100000 00000010 
10000011 00100001 11001000 00010000 
10000011 01111001 11011000 00010001 
10000011 10011001 11100000 00010001 
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 
10000111 01111011 00000000 00000000 
10000111 10011100 00000000 00000000 
10000111 10111101 00000000 00000000 
10000111 00111001 00000000 00000000 
10001011 01111011 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10011100 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10111101 00000000 00000010 
10001011 00111001 00000000 00000010 
10001111 01111100 00000000 00000000 
10000011 01100010 11011000 00000010 
10000011 00100001 11001000 00010000 
10000011 01111001 11011000 00010001 
10001111 01111100 00000000 00000000 
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 
01100110 11000000 00000000 00100100 
10000111 01111011 00000000 00000000 
10000111 10011100 00000000 00000000 
10000111 10111101 00000000 00000000 
10001011 01111011 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10011100 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10111101 00000000 00000001 
10000011 10000011 11100000 00000010 
10000011 10000010 11100000 00010001 
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 
01100110 11100000 00000000 00001100 
10000111 10111101 11111111 11111111 
10001011 10111101 11111111 11111111 
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 
10000111 10111101 00000000 00000000 
10001011 10111101 00000000 00000000 
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 
10000110 10110101 00000000 00000000 
10001010 10110101 00000000 00000001 
10000010 10110101 10110000 00010000 
10000010 11010100 10110000 00001011 
01101010 11010110 00000000 00001000 
00100010 10110101 00000000 00000001 
01101100 00000000 11111111 11101100 
00101010 10110101 00000000 00000001 
01110100 00000000 00000000 00000000 



5.Expansion posibilities

For the future we established new points of development:

� the enlargement of the instruction set;� passing to 64 bits operations;� the possibillity of executing the current instructions in a less number of
clock tics by implementing a level 1 and level 2 cache;� The implementation of a pipelined system; adding two UEXFPs(floating point execution units) which can run
simultaneously with the current UEXs


